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Cherokee County
Andrews
Murphy

Clay County
Hayesville

TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
January 25, 2016 at 5:00 PM
Boiler Room Steakhouse
1024 Georgia Road, Franklin, NC

Graham County
Fontana Dam
Robbinsville
Lake Santeetlah

AGENDA

Jackson County
Dillsboro
Forest Hills
Sylva
Webster

Macon County
Franklin
Highlands

Swain County
Bryson City

Welcome and Housekeeping
1. Call to Order (Mike Fitzgerald, TAC Chair)
2. Introductions and Quorum check (Fitzgerald)
3. Ethics Statement (Fitzgerald)
4. Agenda Approval/Modifications (Fitzgerald)
5. Public Comment
Action Items
6. Minutes from September 28, 2015 RPO TAC meeting (Rose Bauguess)
7. Prioritization 4.0 Local Methodology (Bauguess)
Informational Items
8. Guest Presentation: Great Smoky Mountains Railroad
9. NCDOT Division 14 Updates (Ed Green)
10. Prioritization 4.0 schedule (Rose Bauguess)
11. State Ethics Commission Filing Reminder
12. 2016-2017 RPO Work Plan – request for input
13. NCDOT Watch for Me NC Campaign
Other Items
14. TAC Member Updates (All)
15. Adjournment (Fitzgerald)

Southwestern Rural Planning Organization (RPO)

Agenda Item 6.

Transportation Advisory Committee (TAC) Meeting Summary
Meeting Date: September 28, 2015
Location: Boiler Room Steakhouse, Franklin, NC
Attendees:
Jurisdiction

Primary Representative

Cherokee County

CB McKinnon

☒

Andrews

Nancy Curtis

☐

Murphy

Bill Hughes

☐

Clay County

Randy Nichols

☐

Hayesville

Harry Baughn

☒

Connie Orr

☒

Fontana Dam

Sarah Locke

☒

Lake Santeetlah

Roger Carlton

☐

Robbinsville

Steve Hooper

☒

Brian McMahan

☒

Dillsboro

Mike Fitzgerald – Chair

☒

Forest Hills

Dan Perlmutter

☒

Sylva

Maurice Moody

☒

Webster

Nick Breedlove

☒

Ronnie Beale

☒

Franklin

Bob Scott

☒

Highlands

Patrick Taylor

☒

Swain County

Phillip Carson

☒

Tom Sutton

☒

Jack Debnam

☒

Graham County

Jackson County

Macon County

Bryson City
NCDOT Board

Alternate Representative

TOTAL VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:

09/28/2015

16

Representing

Name

Present

Southwestern RPO

Rose Bauguess

☒

Southwestern Commission

Sarah Thompson

☒

Southwestern Commission

Ryan Sherby

☒

NCDOT Division 14

Ed Green

☒

NCDOT Division 14

Joel Setzer

☒

NCDOT TPB

Catherine Bryant

☒

Franklin Press

Lee Buchanan

☒
☐
TOTAL NON-VOTERS PRESENT:

September 28, 2015 TAC Meeting
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Welcome and Housekeeping:
1. Mike Fitzgerald called the meeting to order.
2. Introductions were made. Fitzgerald determined a quorum was present.
3. Fitzgerald read the ethics statement.
4. Fitzgerald reviewed the agenda and asked if there were any proposed modifications to the
agenda. Rose Bauguess requested moving Item 9 in the agenda (P4.0 schedule) after Item 5, so
that members will know the Prioritization 4.0 schedule prior to discussing the lists in Item 8.
Patrick Taylor motioned to approve the agenda as revised, with a second by CB McKinnon;
motion passed unanimously.
5. Fitzgerald offered the opportunity for public comment; none were received.
5.5. Bauguess reviewed the anticipated schedule for Prioritization 4.0 events (previously agenda
item 9).
Action Items:
6. Bauguess called for approval of the minutes from the May 19, 2015 RPO TAC meeting. Motion
by Dan Perlmutter, seconded by Harry Baughn; motion carried unanimously.
7. Bauguess called for approval of amendments to the SWRPO Public Involvement Policy. The
primary revision was to move from a 30-day public comment period to a 14-day public comment
period. Nick Breedlove recommended that all public hearings would be advertised in the local
media outlets. Ronnie Beale offered a motion to approve the amendments with recommended
changes; motion was seconded by Baughn and carried unanimously.
8. Bauguess called for approval of the Prioritization 4.0 Project Lists. These lists were broken out by
mode and were the result of individual county meetings where local stakeholders selected
which projects would be included in the database for Prioritization 4.0. The Southwestern RPO
was permitted 11 new projects for each mode. After reviewing the lists, McKinnon motioned
approval, seconded by Nick Breedlove; motion carried unanimously.
Informational Items:
9. Bauguess reviewed the overall schedule for Prioritization 4.0 before item 6 above.
10. Ed Green gave the NCDOT Division 14 update on major projects in the Southwestern RPO. He
also announced an upcoming public workshop to review Division 14’s project submissions for
P4.0. The meeting will be held in Franklin on October 13 from 4-7pm. Another meeting will be
held October 14 in Hendersonville. The public comment period is open October 1 – November 2.

September 28, 2015 TAC Meeting
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Mayor Hooper asked Mr. Green about the 143 bridge at Atoah Rd. in Robbinsville.
NCDOT will check and respond with bridge schedule.

11. Connect NC Bond Referendum Update. After the meeting last May, Rose sent a letter on behalf
of the TAC to Governor McCrory expressing our desire to see highway projects in our region
benefit from the bond. Since that time, the road bond has lost steam. Beale reported that parts
of the building bond remain intact.
12. Ryan Sherby gave an update on the Corridor K project. The project is beginning with a fresh start
approach. NCDOT, FHWA, and ARC are convening with regulatory agencies at the end of
September to develop a framework for moving forward into the Merger Process, starting over
with Purpose and Need.
13. TAC Members provided updates from their respective jurisdictions:


Beale expressed a concern about NCDOT road maintenance budgets. Beale asked Green
about the process for determining how limited funds are spent, and how declining
maintenance funds will impact our region.
o Green responded that we got additional funds this year for pavement
preservation – chip seal. Each county will also get an equal share of resurfacing
money, which will help rural counties. Routine maintenance funds are the same
as last year; this is just for pot holes, resurfacing etc. not widening.



Patrick Taylor commented that other routine maintenance concerns are vegetation
management and drainage. Blockages that are not cleared in a timely fashion cause
erosion and flooding problems.



Bob Scott commented that NCDOT is very good at moving vehicles but not people. He
thinks mass transit should be given more consideration, rather than one person per
vehicle. He is also concerned about roadside litter, and mowers shredding the litter.
Another request was made for traffic calming devices on state roads in municipal areas.



Nick Breedlove asked about traffic count data. Green responded the 2014 counts have
recently been posted on the NCDOT website.



Beale asked about NCDOT funds to help with economic development projects. Green
responded that the project has to meet certain criteria, and there is an application
process. Jack Debnam has the application forma and funds are available.



Fitzgerald asked about the possibility of coordinating mowing schedules with litter
pickup events. Mowing occurs 3-5 times per year. Litter pickup events are typically
organized once in spring and once in fall.



Jack Debnam noted that Divisions 1 and 14 are not represented on NCDOT’s SPOT 4.0
workgroup.

14. Baughn moved to adjourn, seconded by Phil Carson.

September 28, 2015 TAC Meeting
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PRIORITIZATION 4.0 LOCAL METHODOLOGY - DRAFT
INTRODUCTION
The North Carolina legislature and North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) require all
rural and metropolitan planning organizations (RPOs and MPOs) to develop a local ranking methodology
for projects across all modes of transportation (highway, bicycle/pedestrian, public transit, aviation, rail,
and ferry). This methodology will need to be approved by the NCDOT’s Strategic Prioritization Office of
Transportation (SPOT), and adopted by the Southwestern RPO (SWRPO) Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC), to ensure compliance with the legislative mandate.
This process applies to all projects ranked by the SWRPO in Cherokee, Clay, Graham, Jackson, Macon, or
Swain counties that are “Regional” or “Division” funding level projects. Funding levels (or tiers) are as
defined in the 2013 Strategic Transportation Investments law.

SCHEDULE
Timeframe
July-August 2015

Activity
County stakeholder meetings to review the status of Prioritization 3.0 projects and
select new or existing projects to be added to the Prioritization 4.0 database
September 2015
TAC approves the final project submittal lists for each mode
December 2015
Methodology Committee develops the SWRPO Prioritization 4.0 Local
Methodology
January 25, 2016
Draft Methodology is distributed to TCC and TAC for preliminary approval
February 2016
Draft Methodology is submitted to NCDOT for conditional approval
March 14, 2016
Conditionally-approved Methodology is released for public comment period
March 28, 2016
TCC recommends approval and TAC approves final Methodology
March 31, 2016
Final approved Local Methodology due to NCDOT
March-April 2016
TCC/TAC members and other stakeholders develop their Local Priority rankings to
apply to be used in applying the Local Methodology
April 1, 2016
NCDOT quantitative scores released
April 2016
SWRPO staff applies Methodology and ranks projects by score
April 2016
Local stakeholder meetings with NCDOT to discuss point assignments
May 9, 2016
Draft local point assignments released for public comment period
May 23, 2016
TCC recommends approval and TAC approves final Local Point Assignments for
Regional Projects
Late May 2016
RPO Staff enters local points for Regional Projects into SPOT database
July-August 2016
RPO Staff reviews projects funded at Statewide and Regional tier; evaluates
remaining projects eligible for Division points.
September 26, 2016 TCC and TAC recommends final Local Point Assignments for Division Projects
Late Sept. 2016
RPO Staff enters local points for Division Projects into SPOT database
December 2016
Draft STIP released by NCDOT
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PUBLIC INPUT PROCESS
Local Methodology:

Upon approval by NCDOT, the SWRPO will release the draft methodology for a 14-day public comment
period, in accordance with the SWRPO Public Involvement Plan. The Draft Methodology will be posted on
the SWRPO website, and the comment period will be advertised on the SWRPO website, social media page,
and local media outlets. The results of the public comment period will be presented to the TCC and TAC at
their March 2016 meeting, during which the public will also be permitted to submit comments. All public
comment will be documented and reasonable edits to the methodology may be made prior to final approval
by the TAC.

Local Point Assignments:

The draft point assignments for both Regional and Division projects will be released for a 14-day public
comment period, in accordance with the SWRPO Public Involvement Plan. The draft point assignments will
be posted on the SWRPO website, and the comment period will be advertised on the SWRPO website, social
media page, and local media outlets. Public comments will be documented, filed by the RPO, and distributed
to appropriate local entities to inform future Prioritization processes and transportation plans. No new
projects will be added to the current Prioritization 4.0 list, however, as the NCDOT deadline for submitting
new projects has passed. The results of the public comment period will be presented to the TCC and TAC at
their May 2016 meeting, during which the public will also be permitted to submit comments. All public
comment will be documented and considered prior to final approval by the TAC. The final, approved Local
Point Assignments for Regional projects will be sent to SPOT by May 31, 2016. The TAC will approve the
final local point assignments for Division projects at the September meeting, at which time the public will
also be permitted to submit comments. The final, approved Local Point Assignments for Division Projects
will be sent to SPOT by September 30, 2016.

RANKING PROCESS
Scoring Criteria:

Projects in the Prioritization 4.0 database will be scored using the following four criteria. These criteria will be
used to score projects for all modes of transportation and for all funding tiers.
SPOT Score: The quantitative score generated by the NCDOT Strategic Office of Prioritization (SPOT) is a
composite score that incorporates multiple metrics from a data-driven process including congestion, benefitcost, safety, accessibility/connectivity, and freight. The SPOT Regional Score will be equal to 70% of the
Project Regional Score and the SPOT Division Score will be equal to 50% of the Project Division Score.
Local Priority: Local Priority is a qualitative measure of the highest priority projects within each county.
County TCC and TAC representatives are expected to collaborate with other county staff, county elected
officials, staff and elected officials of municipalities within their boundaries, and other stakeholders to
develop consensus on the ranked priority of projects within each county. Additional stakeholders consulted
may include emergency management, law enforcement, economic development directors, tourism authorities,
water and sewer authorities, tribal governments, major education or healthcare institutions, major employers,
transit directors, airport managers, bicycle/pedestrian advocates, rail officials, etc.
The Local Priority ranking will incorporate the most current local knowledge such as economic development
projects, destinations served, citizens’ concerns, public safety, access, etc. Local stakeholders will meet to gain
consensus on the priorities, and will submit a list of ranked projects in order of priority along with a brief
rational for the ranking. If a project is prioritized by more than one county, it will be assigned the average of
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the points received. The Local Priority will be equal to 20% of the Regional Score and 40% of the Division
Score.
Plan Consistency: Projects that have been identified in a locally adopted plan with public input will be given
additional points. Plan Consistency will comprise 5% of the Regional Score and 5% of the Division score.
Project Development: Projects that have had significant planning or development activities completed will
be given points to distinguish them from projects that are simply conceptual. Project Development will
comprise 5% of the Regional Score and 5% of the Division Score.

Regional Project Scoring
CRITERIA

MAX
SCORE

SPOT Score

70

Local Priority

20

Plan
Consistency

5

Project
Development

5

Total

100

POINTS ALLOCATED TOWARD REGIONAL SCORE
SPOT score

SPOT score

SPOT score

SPOT score

Priority #4
5 points
Project is not in a
locally adopted
plan documented
in a plan that is not
locally adopted
2 0 points

Priority #3
10 points

Priority #2
15 points

Priority #1
20 points

Feasibility Study or
other projectspecific plan
2 points

Project will be
incorporated into a
current planning
process.
3 points
Preliminary design
or engineering
3 points

Project is in CTP
or other locally
adopted plan
5 points
Project in
development or
Merger process
4 points

Project or Sibling
project
programmed in
current STIP
5 points
.

Division Project Scoring
CRITERIA

MAX
SCORE

SPOT Score

50

Local Priority

40

Plan
Consistency

5

Project
Development

5

Total

100

POINTS ALLOCATED TOWARD DIVISION SCORE
SPOT score

SPOT score

SPOT score

SPOT score

Priority #4
10 points
Project is
documented in a
plan that is not
locally adopted
2 points

Priority #3
20 points
Project will be
incorporated into a
current planning
process.
3 points

Priority #2
30 points

Priority #1
40 points

Feasibility Study or
other projectspecific plan
2 points

Preliminary design
or engineering
3 points

Project is in CTP
or other locally
adopted plan
5 points
Project in
development or
Merger process
4 points

Project or Sibling
project
programmed in
current STIP
5 points
.
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LOCAL POINT ASSIGNMENT PROCESS
Once all projects have been scored using the criteria above, SWRPO staff will rank the projects from highest
to lowest within each county and within the RPO as a whole. This ranked list will be used to develop the
recommended point assignments that are presented to the public for comment and to the TCC and TAC for
approval.
The SWRPO has a total of 1300 Local Input Points to assign at the Regional tier and 1300 Local Input Points
to assign at the Division tier. The maximum number of points any project can receive is 100.

Statewide Tier:

Statewide projects do not receive local points and are determined entirely by the SPOT quantitative score.
Any projects programmed at the statewide tier will be removed from the process before the SWRPO assigns
local points.

Regional Point Assignments:

Any projects on the Statewide tier that are not funded at the Statewide tier will cascade down and be available
for local point assignments at the Regional tier. Any projects that are programmed at the Regional tier will be
removed from the process prior to assigning Division points.
The two top-scoring Regional projects within each county will be initially assigned 100 points each, which will
account for 1200 of the 1300 available points. The remaining 100 points will be assigned to the next highest
scoring project, regardless of location. In the event that any counties do not have at least two Regional tier
projects, then additional projects will be selected from the top of the list of remaining projects within the
RPO as a whole.

Division Point Assignments:

All projects not funded at the Statewide and Regional tiers will cascade down and be eligible for Division
Local Points along with the Division tier projects. Projects involving public transit, bicycle and pedestrian
transportation, aviation, and rail are evaluated at the Division level in addition to highway projects on
secondary routes.
The two top-scoring projects within each county will be initially assigned 100 points each, which will account
for 1200 of the 1300 available points. If a non-highway project receives points from the initial 1200 allotment,
the remaining 100 points will be assigned to the next highest scoring project, regardless of mode and location.
However if the initial 1200 points are all assigned to highway projects, the last 100 points will be assigned to
the highest scoring non-highway project that is also supported by the local government. No local points will
be assigned to any project requiring local match if the local government expresses no commitment to provide
the required match. In the event that any counties do not have at least two Division tier projects, then
additional projects will be selected from the top of the list of remaining projects within the RPO as a whole.

Tied Scores:

In the event scores are tied, the SWRPO will work with the Division 14 Engineer to align Division priorities
with RPO priorities and ensure mutual needs are prioritized appropriately. If only one of the tied projects will
also be receiving points from the Division Engineer, that project will be awarded the RPO points. However
if both or neither of the projects will be receiving Division points, the project with the highest SPOT score
will receive the RPO points.
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Deviations from Methodology:

The SWRPO TAC may modify final point assignments to provide local oversight to the data-driven process,
to better align county priorities with the priorities of the RPO and Division 14 and to ensure appropriate
projects at the relevant funding tier. Any variations in point assignments from the initial point assignments
will be justified and documented. Potential justifications may include: project cost, estimated points required
for funding, geographic equity, distribution between modes, new information, potential reconsideration of the
limits of a programmed project, and public comment. All public comments received, all final point
assignments and any justification/rationale for point assignments which deviate from this Local Methodology
will be placed on the RPO website at
www.regiona.org/transportation-planning-rpo.

This Southwestern RPO Prioritization 4.0 Local Methodology was approved by the Southwestern RPO
Transportation Advisory Committee on March 28, 2016.

______________________________
Mike Fitzgerald, Chair

______________________________
Rose Bauguess, Secretary
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